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Understanding the cooling effect (CE) of urban parks is vital to mitigate the

urban heat islands. ECOsystem Spaceborne Thermal Radiometer Experiment

on Space Station (ECOSTRESS) land surface temperature data (LST) data were

used to construct diurnal thermal variations to explore the CE of urban parks

in the fifth ring regions of Beijing. Local climate zone (LCZ) classification was

used to distinguish different parks for examining the internal CE of parks. New

subclasses of LCZ (e.g., LCZAG, LCZBG, LCZCG) were created based on the

basic subclasses, such as LCZA (mainly consist of dense trees), LCZB (scattered

tress with dense bush), LCZC (scattered bush), and LCZG (water). The external

CE of parks was evaluated in different directions, and the impacts of buildings

around parks on the external CE were also analyzed. The results showed that

urban parks tended to heat up slower than the whole urban regions during

the daytime, and water releasing energy dominated the mean LST of parks at

night. Large parks meeting the minimum area (40,000 m2) of LCZ had better

CE inside each park during the daytime. Three hundred thirty four large parks

were divided into six types of LCZ. The strength of the CE decrease with the

increases of distance, and seemed to exist at a distance of up to 150–200 m.

Such impacts of parks were insignificant at night. In addition, parks containing
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certain dense trees and water had better CE inside and out. The height and

density of buildings had a relatively obvious impact on the CE of parks. This

study can provide insight into the impacts of urban parks on the urban thermal

environment and promote the CE of urban parks in future urban planning.
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cooling effect, urban park, local climate zone, thermal variation, diurnal cycling

Introduction

Rapid urbanization, landscapes changing, growth of urban
residents, and anthropogenic activities increased, have a
significant influence on the local climate, leading to urban heat
islands (UHI) effects (Oke, 1982; Mackey et al., 2012; Buo et al.,
2021). Inevitably, the effects seriously threaten the quality and
health of residents, and the negative effects will be exacerbated in
the future under the context of urbanization and global warming
(Yang et al., 2021b; You et al., 2021). It is provided that there is
localized interplay between heat waves and UHI (He et al., 2020).
The urban heat wave has become an important issue in China
for environmental, ecosystem, social, health consequences, and
economic impacts (He et al., 2022). Therefore, how to mitigate
the UHI effects and provide a comfortable living environment
for residents has drawn the attention of urban planners (Qiao
et al., 2019; Maharjan et al., 2021).

Urban parks, which consist of forests, grasslands, and water
bodies, have been regarded as a promising method to mitigate
the UHI effects with 1∼7◦C lower temperature distributed in
and around parks (Xu et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2018; Yao et al.,
2022). Many previous studies have investigated the cooling
effect (CE) of parks, and noted that the size and shape of
the park can effectively affect the CE of parks (Chang and Li,
2014; Cheng et al., 2015, 2019; Dai et al., 2018). Importantly,
the CE of parks is influenced by landscape compositions and
configurations inside and around parks (Xu et al., 2018; Han
et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2022). For interior conditions, it is widely
accepted that landscapes of parks, such as forests and grasslands,
can take away some heat because of their evaporation and
evapotranspiration (Li et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2021; Yang et al.,
2021a). A series of landscape composition and configuration
metrics, such as percentage of landscape (PLAND), landscape
shape index (LSI), and aggregation index (AI), were widely
used to investigate the relationship between landscapes and land
surface temperature (LST) (Peng et al., 2021; Qin et al., 2021; Yu
et al., 2022). Furthermore, the characteristics of the area around
the park, such as impervious surface and road, had a significant
influence on the CE of parks (Feng and Myint, 2016; Lin et al.,
2021; Luo et al., 2021).

However, there are only a few studies evaluating the CE
among different urban parks. Previous studies considered the

parks as a whole, or analyzed UHI based on urban green space
containing urban parks as a whole (Chang et al., 2021). It’s
important to note that the characteristics of different vegetation
(e.g., tree and bush) and water have a huge difference (e.g.,
heat capacity and reflectivity) (Chen et al., 2015; Kong et al.,
2021; Yang et al., 2020, 2021c). It is necessary to consider the
types of parks in the research of the CE (Zhu et al., 2021).
LCZ derived from logical division of the landscape (Stewart,
2011), can be used to overcome the limitations of the “urban-
rural” dichotomy and to further investigate the impacts of park
forms on the CE at local scales (Stewart and Oke, 2012; Yang
et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020). The urban landscapes can be
divided into seven basic land cover types with considering their
interior and external landscape composition and configuration
metrics (Stewart and Oke, 2012). Furthermore, LCZ can divide
landscapes into new types based on the surface cover, structure,
material, and human activity, which provides a possibility for
exploring the different spatial formation of urban landscapes
at smaller scales (Stewart and Oke, 2012). To quickly and
precisely determine types of parks, a machine learning algorithm
based on the deep residual network, which has been widely
used for classification, will be applied to this study (He et al.,
2016). Additionally, the surrounding conditions of the parks
are complicated, and the impacts of surrounding buildings
(two- and three-dimensional perspectives) on the CE of parks
are still less understood (Qiao et al., 2020; Amani-Beni et al.,
2021; Chen et al., 2022). The precise building data, including
building footprints and height, make it possible to explore the
impacts of surrounding buildings on the CE of parks (Yang et al.,
2018). LCZ is not used to classify the regions around urban
parks in this study. Because the thermal climate is spatially
continuous (Stewart and Oke, 2012), the buildings closer to
the parks are possible to have stronger impacts on the CE of
parks.

The study aims to investigate the CE of parks and the
impacts of surrounding buildings on them. The objects of
this study were (1) to determine park types using basic LCZ
subclasses and new subcalsses created with considering the
impacts of water (e.g., LCZ-A, AG, B, BG, C, and CG);
(2) to investigate the CE of parks at different times among
different types of parks; and (3) to explore the impacts of
surrounding buildings on CE of different types of parks. This
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FIGURE 1

Location and digital elevation model of the study area.

study provides scientific guidance to urban planners on how to
optimize the design of parks and provides a basis for improving
the CE of parks.

Materials and methods

Study area

Beijing, the capital of China, is located in the north of China
(39◦26’-41◦03’N, 115◦25’-117◦30’E) (Figure 1). It has a warm-
temperate, semi-humid continental monsoon climate. It is the
political, cultural, and international communication center, as
well as the highest urbanization level city in China. The study
area is located within the fifth ring road, which covers an area of
approximately 668 km2. Residents are dense and buildings are
diverse in this region, leading to a severe UHI effect. According
to the China National Bureau of Statistics, the urban green
coverage (48.5%) of Beijing is the highest in China.1 The urban
parks are the vital part of urban greening system, and play a key
role in mitigating UHI effects. Therefore, this region was chosen

1 http://www.stats.gov.cn/

as the study area to investigate the CE of parks and the impacts
of surrounding buildings on them.

Data source

ECOSTRESS LST data, park boundary data, Map World
images, and building datasets were used in this study, and the
details are as follows.

TABLE 1 The time of ECOSTRESS 2B-LST data, and their
corresponding weather condition.

Data Time Max-Min air
temperature

(◦C)

Wind
speed
(m/s)

Weather
condition

20220617 7:11 30–21 ≤3.3 Partly cloudy

20220602 13:37 35–20 ≤3.3 Partly cloudy

20220529 15:13 28–14 ≤1.5 Fine

20220521 18:24 34–19 ≤3.3 Fine

20220606 18:30 28–16 ≤3.3 Fine

20220602 20:07 35–20 ≤3.3 Fine

20220529 21:43 28–14 ≤1.5 Fine

20220522 0:54 34–20 ≤3.3 Fine
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TABLE 2 LCZ classification of urban park.

LCZ type Park type Percentage of green coverage* Percentage of water coverage Images

A Dense tress >70 <10

AG A with water >70 >10

B Scattered tress
with dense bush

>40 <10

BG B with water >40 >10

C Scattered bush <40 <10

CG C with water <40 > 10

*Water coverage is not included in the total area.

FIGURE 2

Mean LST at different time in fifth ring. Mean temperature (MT) in fifth ring is shown in black line, in fifth ring without parks is in red line, in large
parks (>40,000 m2) is in green line and in small parks is in blue line.
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FIGURE 3

The distribution of LST at different time in fifth ring, and the measuring time is shown on the left top of each figures. The time is Beijing time
(UTC + 8).

LST data are provided by the ECOsystem Spaceborne
Thermal Radiometer Experiment on Space Station
(ECOSTRESS), which is aimed at measuring the temperature of
the earth and estimating the water requirement of plants. The
ECOSTRESS mission is operated by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration Land Processes Distributed Active

Archive Center2 started on June 29, 2018. The Prototype
HyspIRI Thermal Infrared Radiometer placed on the satellite
can measure middle and lower latitude regions (53◦N-53◦S)

2 https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/
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with a measuring resolution of ≤ 0.3 K and horizontal resolution
of 70 m (Hook et al., 2020). The Level-2 LST data is retrieved by
the physics-based Temperature Emissivity Separation algorithm
based on the five thermal infrared bands (8–12.5 µm).

The satellite uses a processing orbit rather than a sun
synchronous orbit, and can cross over the same region at
different times of the day compared with Landsat and MODIS.
Thus, it provides a feasible way to construct the diurnal variation
LST in some regions (Chang et al., 2021). Although the influence
of daily weather variations cannot be ignored (Hu et al., 2016), it
is widely acknowledged that the CE of parks does indeed exist in
different temperatures and regions. In addition, the urban form
will maintain stable for a relatively short time. Therefore, the
ECOSTRESS data from different days are used to analyze the CE
of parks. Because the temperature in Beijing is more than 30◦C
lasting for 1 week since May 18, and rainy weather occurred after
June 22, to better estimate the CE of the urban parks during
the warmest months, eight ECOSTRESS 2B-LST data during a
month are used in this study (Table 1).

The urban parks are the important part of urban green
system, and provide relaxed and entertainment places for
citizens. The parks which have these functions and clear names
have been estimated in this study, and parks covering more
than 400 m2 have been classified into different LCZs. The park
boundary data are acquired using Baidu Map API.3 The park
boundary data are revised by high-resolution images (<0.6 m)
provided by Map World of the China State Bureau of Surveying
and Mapping.4 Three hundred and fifty six urban parks have
been investigated, and the larger parks are mainly distributed in
the north of the fifth ring.

Building datasets are derived from the Resources and
Environmental Scientific Data Center (RESDC), Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS).5 Several parameters of buildings,
such as building outline, the number of floors, and the height of
buildings, are included in this dataset. It provides fundamental
data for analysis of impacts of neighboring buildings on
the CE of parks.

Methodology

Local climate zone classifications of parks
The park forms are not exactly the same. Parks are possibly

formed by dense tress, scattered tress, bush, or water. To better
understand the CE of different parks, the method of LCZ
classification is used in this study. The LCZ classification has
been widely used to investigate the impacts of urban form on
LST, and has seven land cover types including dense trees,
scattered trees, bush, low plants, bare rock, bare soil, and water

3 https://lbsyun.baidu.com/

4 http://lbs.tianditu.gov.cn/

5 www.resdc.cn

(from A to G) (Stewart and Oke, 2012). Since none of these parks
are only formed with grass, we use three types of LCZ (LCZA,
LCZB, and LCZC) and create new subclasses for those parks
containing water (LCZAG, LCZBG, and LCZCG) (Table 2). In
addition, previous studies point out that LCZ region should have
a minimum radius of 200 m (Stewart and Oke, 2012). Thus, only
the parks covering more than 400 m2 have been used.

Then, a deep residual network (ResNet) is used for artificial
intelligence automatic classification of parks on the basis of
high-resolution images provided by Map World. This method
uses a residual learning framework to ease the training of
networks and solve the degradation problem (He et al., 2016). At
last, the artificial visual interpretation method is used to correct
the classification results.

Cooling effect of parks
Inside and outside CE of parks were investigated in this

study. For inside CE of park, the average temperature of each
type of park at different times were compared. For outside CE
of park, buffer analysis was adopted to analyze LST differences
of different types of parks within a certain buffer distance (e.g.,
30, 60, and 90 m). Furthermore, the CE of parks is different
in different directions. Therefore, the CE of parks is averagely
distributed at eight orientations, including north (N), northeast
(NE), east (E), southeast (SE), south (S), southwest (SW), west
(W), and northwest (NW).

Impacts of buildings on cooling effect of parks
To better understand the impacts of surrounding buildings

on the CE of parks, a building dataset with outline and
height was used in this study. In this study, three perspectives,
including average height, density, and shape of buildings, will
be adopted to investigate the impacts of buildings on the CE of
parks. Particularly, the density and shape of a building can be
calculated by building height (BH), building density (BD), and
landscape shape index (LSI), respectively. Then, these indicators
in eight directions can be calculated within a certain buffer
distance. Finally, the impacts of buildings will be analyzed from
the above perspectives.

Results

The diurnal variations of land surface
temperature

The diurnal variations of mean LST in the fifth ring are
showed in Figure 2 with the time coverage from 24:54 to 21:43.
It was obvious that LST during the daytime was higher than it
during the night. LST in the morning (7:11) was about 3.34◦C
higher than at night (21:43), and LST at noon (13:37) was almost
2 times higher than at night. It indicated that urban landscapes
would be quickly heated by solar radiation. LST in the large
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parks was about 3.49◦C lower than in the whole urban regions,
but in the small parks was similar to other urban regions. As
expected, the CE was better inside the large parks. The weak
influence of small parks was possible due to the limited area
and vegetation coverage, and LST in small parks was influenced
easily by the surrounding environment. The difference (2.63◦C)
in the mean temperature of LST at 18:24 (21 May) and 18:30
(6 June) was mainly caused by the day-to-day variations. The
release of the remained energy from buildings and waters,
and human activities led to the increase of LST at midnight
(Chan and Chau, 2021).

LST in the different regions of the fifth ring showed similar
trends between day and night (Figure 3). The regions close to
the fifth ring showed lower LST all day owing to the low-rise
buildings (e.g., factories) were generally located in the suburbs.
LST in the urban parks, especially in the large parks (e.g., Beihai
park, Tiantan park, Chaoyang park, and so on) was obviously
low during daytime. However, the CE of parks had limited
impacts on the surrounding environment with extremely high
temperatures, e.g., at 13:37. At night, the parks containing a
mass of water (e.g., the Summer Palace located in the northwest)
released energy rising local temperature, but the rise of LST
was mainly distributed in the urban built-up area, e.g., in the
northeast region. In addition, there was a low temperature
corridor running through the south and north of the fifth ring
at 24:54, which was consistent with ventilation corridors found
in a previous study (Qiao et al., 2017).

The local climate zone classification of
urban parks

The urban parks in the fifth ring have been classified into
six zones based on the main vegetation types: dense trees with
water or not (LCZAG or LCZA), scattered stress and dense bush
with water or not (LCZBG or LCZB), scattered bush with water
or not (LCZCG and LCZC). The spatial distributions of parks
was imbalanced as showed in Figure 4. LCZAG was mainly
distributed in the middle and northwest, and LCZA and LCZBG
were concentrated in the north of the fifth ring. LCZB was the
major form of urban parks widely distributed in urban regions.
LCZC with less vegetation coverage and a large bare area was
located in the south.

Figure 5 shows the number and mean area of different
parks. LCZB had 143 urban parks with a mean area of 0.127 km2

accounting for 42.5% of all large parks. The mean area of LCZC
was similar to LCZB, but LCZC had obvious open spaces. The
number of LCZA was less than LCZB and LCZC, because dense
trees within a large area would weaken the service function
of urban parks for cultural activities and entertainments. The
source of water had restricted the presence of LCZAG, LCZBG,
and LCZCG, and water also resulted in the larger area of these
parks.

FIGURE 4

The distribution of different types of urban parks.

The cooling effect of urban parks

The CE existed in and out of the urban parks. Figure 6
shows the mean temperature inside different parks, which had
a similar trend to the whole urban area (Figure 2). All parks had
the highest LST at noon and the lowest LST at midnight. It is
suggested that strong solar radiation was the dominant reason
for the rise in urban temperature. The vegetation coverage and
density of trees led to the different CE of parks with few water
during daytime. Mean LST in LCZAG was the lowest during
the daytime, and LCZC was the opposite. The parks with water
were cooler than LCZA, LCZB, and LCZC. The difference in
CE between the parks with water or not was larger with higher
air temperature possibly caused by the specific heat capacity of
water. LCZBG and LCZCG showed similar LST at daytime, e.g.,
about 41.02◦–40.29◦C at 13:37, and 31.77◦–32.29◦C. It should
be noted that LCZCG was mainly located in the south with lower
LST. After nightfall, LCZBG and LCZA could provide a more
comfortable environment for rest and entertainment with lower
LST (20.86◦ and 23.14◦C, respectively).

Mean LST around parks at different distances and times was
showed in Figure 7. The closer to parks, the stronger CE existed
during daytime (e.g., 13:37 and 15:13) especially at a distance
of 50 m. LST had an obvious increase at a distance of 100 m,
and increases gradually with the increase of distance. LCZAG
showed the best CE in the daytime compared with other types
of parks. Different from CE inside parks, LST around LCZA was
lower than LCZBG and LCZCG (e.g., at 15:13). However, CE of
LCZBG was similar to LCZA within the range of 100 m under
hotter conditions (e.g., at 13:37). It is suggested that water can
play a bigger role in such conditions. At night, a relatively low
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FIGURE 5

The number of parks (Number) and mean area of parks (Mean area).

FIGURE 6

The mean land surface temperature of parks at different time.

LST was around LCZC probably due to its open space. LCZAG,
LCZBG, LCZA, and LCZB had less open space likely resulting in
the reduction of airflow and higher LST around them.

The spatial distribution of LST around different parks have
been examined at the hottest time (13:37). The LST around
LCZC and LCZCG had not been showed in Figure 8 due to the
weaker CE in the daytime and the number of parks, respectively.

The areas of all parks in the radar map were increasing with
the increase of distance to parks, and have few increases for a
distance of after 200 m. It indicated the same result as Figure 7
that the potential CE of parks could influence the outer regions
of parks within a radius of 200 m. LST around LCZA was high
in the south which was similar to LCZB, on the contrary, LST
around LCZAG was relatively low, especially in the north and
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FIGURE 7

The mean land surface temperature round each park at different distances. The x axes present the distance from the regions to parks, e.g., 50
presents 0–50 m, 100 presents 50–100 m.

northwest. The CE of LCZBG was obviously weak in the west
and southwest.

The impacts of building form on urban
parks

To make a further insight into the CE of urban parks, the
building form around parks has been investigated as showed
in Figure 9. The mean BH was lower at a distance of 50
m to parks mainly caused by the neighboring parks instead
of buildings. It was seemed that higher buildings located in
the north show few impacts on the LST, probably due to the
direction of the summer monsoon breezing from the southeast.
LCZAG showed better CE (Figure 7), but the effect was probably
reduced by higher buildings in the east and west. Such an

impact of buildings also occurred for LCZBG in the southwest.
Higher buildings located around LCZA may be the reason
that made the CE of LCZA similar to LCZB (Figure 8). The
distribution of BH around LCZBG and LCZB showed few
changes. In response to this, the distribution of LST around
LCZBG and LCZB had insignificant changes at 50 m or 100
m. In addition, the distribution changes of BH at a further
distance (e.g., 200 or 300 m) made less impact on the LST around
parks. It is also suggested that the range of the CE of parks was
limited.

Figure 10 shows LCZBD indexes in eight directions around
four types of urban parks. The closer to parks, the indexes were
lower, and the indexes distributed on the north-south of parks
were relatively low. The regions around LCZAG showed the
highest indexes at different distances, especially on the east and
southeast of parks, which probably led to weak CE of LCZAG in
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FIGURE 8

The distribution of LST around parks. Eight axes present the LST located around parks in eight direction.

this direction as showed in Figure 8. LCZA and LCZB showed
similar indexes, and this similarity occurred in the distribution
of LST. Higher indexes were located in the southwest of LCZBG
which was not consistent with the distribution of LST.

LSI of buildings around urban parks was showed in
Figure 11. The indexes increased rapidly with distance to parks.
The shape of buildings around LCZB was the most complicate
in all directions. Higher indexes were located in the southeast
of LCZA, and in other directions LCZAG, LCZA, and LCZBG
showed similar indexes. However, the rapidly growing trend and
the distribution of LSI showed insignificant relationships with

LST around parks. It probably indicated the shape of buildings
had weak impact on the CE of parks to a certain extent.

Discussion

Construction of land surface
temperature diurnal variations data

Diurnal variations data of LST are constructed based on
the data measured at different times when the satellite passed
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FIGURE 9

The distribution of BH around parks, and eight axes present the height of buildings located around parks in eight direction.

over the study area during a summer month with fine weather
conditions. Although day-to-day variations exist in LST on
different days, such variations show limited influence on the
daily changing rule of LST (Hu et al., 2016; Chang et al.,
2021). We also examine LST data during other summer months
which are not used in this study due to data quality or similar
measuring time, and the available parts of those data show the
same daily changing rule of LST. Therefore, ECOSTRESS LST
data can be used to analyze diurnal thermal impacts of other
urban landscapes in different regions of the world. It is worth

noting that rainfall has an obvious impact on the ECOSTRESS
data, especially during summer rains, and the time interval
of revisit could last up to 10 days in different regions, e.g.,
pass over Chengdu (30.67◦N, 104.06◦E) in the southwest of
China at June 6 and 17, 2022. In addition, LST is influenced by
meteorological factors, such as wind speed, air temperature, and
relative humidity. However, hourly and daily meteorological
data are not easily obtained due to data availability. The impacts
of these factors on LST should be taken into account in future
research.
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FIGURE 10

The BD at eight directions around different urban parks.

Differences in cooling effect of parks

Large parks heat up slowly compared with the whole
urban regions during the daytime and show a relatively lower
mean LST at the hottest time. But LST in small parks shows
an insignificant difference with peripheral regions suggesting
that the CE of these parks is weakened by the surrounding
environment. The result agrees with previous studies that the
region should have a minimum radius of 200 m to avoid the
influence of the surrounding environment (Oke and Cleugh,
1987; Stewart and Oke, 2012). The impacts between different
area and shape of different LCZ should be studied in the future.

To further evaluate the CE of urban parks, they have been
divided into six LCZs. In the large parks, the higher vegetation
coverage is corresponding the better CE (e.g., LCZAG and
LCZA), and a certain amount of water can obviously strengthen
the CE of parks with lower vegetation coverage (e.g., LCZBG
and LCZCG). It is mainly due to the high specific heat capacity
of water. It is also suggested that there should be more parks
containing water to help mitigate UHI during daytime, and
open spaces inside parks should belong to the water. The CE
around parks is stronger within the distance of 150 m during
daytime, and dominated by the vegetation coverage and types.
The parks mainly composed of dense trees have better external
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FIGURE 11

The LSI of buildings at eight directions around different urban parks.

CE (e.g., LCZAG and LCZA), and the water inside parks can
magnify external CE to a certain extent. It should be noted
that the external CE of different types of parks is not same in
different directions. Furthermore, LCZBG shows better CE in
the southeast compared with LCZAG, and all types of parks
show similar CE in the east. It indicates that the external
CE produced by the vegetation inside parks is significantly
influenced by the external environment. Besides, water will
make a warmer and damp environment inside parks at night,
which will reduce the comfort of citizens. Therefore, further
research is needed to explore heat exchange between parks

and external environment, and to enhance the CE of different
parks.

Spatial distribution optimization of
parks

Urban landscapes would influence the thermal transitions
between parks and their neighboring zones (Oke, 2006).
Buildings are the dominant urban landscapes around the parks,
and their heights impact the distribution of LST around Parks.
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The CE of parks seemed to be limited to a distance of 150–
200 m on the basis of types of parks. Thus, in order to
bring the parks’ CE into full play, it should build more parks
containing certainly vegetation cover, water, and open space
with a lower building located in the south. The height and
density of buildings around parks in different directions were
consistent with the distribution of LST in a specific direction
for different parks. For example, higher buildings and more
intensive buildings were corresponding to the higher LST on
the west and southeast of LCZA, respectively, at a distance of
50 m. Furthermore, the influence factors on the CE of parks are
comprehensive including the distance between buildings, dense,
volumetric fraction, vegetation structure, and other open spaces.
Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the CE of each urban parks
considering as many factors as possible in regions with different
scales, and to quantify the impacts of building characteristics
on the CE of different parks in further study. These studies are
important to mitigate the urban heat island effects.

Conclusion

ECOSTRESS LST data can provide vital data to improve our
understanding of the diurnal variations of LST in urban regions.
This study aimed to construct synoptic LST data in the fifth
ring of Beijing to investigate the CE of different urban parks,
which is important for the research on urban heat mitigation
strategies. An artificial intelligence method was used to help
classify parks into six LCZs based on the park form. The CE of
urban parks was obvious in the daytime, especially during the
hottest time, and the heating effect occurred inside parks with
certain water. The CE of all parks was stronger within 150 m and
sharply reduced with the distance increased. The combination of
vegetation and water was advantageous to enhance the CE. The
impacts of the height, density, and shape of building distributed
in different parks and different directions have been examined.
The CE of urban parks were obviously influenced by higher and
denser buildings.
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